This paper proposes a real-time HD stereo images rectification hardware design architecture in order to remove vertical parallax of images caused by distortion within the cameras and alignment between them. After calculating calibration parameters of images using Matlab Toolbox designed by J.Y Bouguet as a prior step for the above purpose, the researcher designed rectification hardware based on the algorithms of Heikkilä and Silven. When stereo cameras are installed, it becomes difficult to find corresponding points owing to geometric errors between the cameras. However, in case corresponding points are located in the same line in two images, corresponding points can be found only in the line and therefore calculation becomes simple and errors are reduced. The line where the corresponding points are situated is called an epipolar line. In order to make the lines become an epipolar line, geometric image transformation technique called rectification should be used. Here, in order to heighten precision of result images, the researcher employed a floating point calculator generated using a core generator of Xilinx. Through this, it was verified that rectification hardware which has higher precision than other rectification hardware designed using a look-up table and which operates on a real-time basis may be designed.
Introduction
The rapid development of broadcasting, computing and communication technologies, consumption of diverse content and services using smart phones, smart TVs, and others is increasing in ordinary life. Existing TV users passively consumed the media by accommodating them, but due to the development of smart TVs, consumers' watching way is gradually changing to positive watching. Accordingly, demand on interfaces based on gesture recognition aimed at processing TV control and content searching with convenience and readiness is growing. It is necessary to recognize high-resolution 3D distance information. Stereo matching technique which recognizes distance information by finding the same pixels using two cameras like human eyes has been recently presented as a good alternative in performing such functions.
However, in case corresponding points are located in the same line in two images, corresponding points can be found only in the line and therefore calculation becomes simple and errors are reduced. The line where the corresponding points are situated is called an epipolar line. In order to make the lines become an epipolar line, geometric image transformation technique called rectification [1] should be used. Through this rectification, two images are placed on the same epipolar line and matching points between images are located on the same scan line.
A method using hardware rather than software is preferred due to the problem of calculation speed. There are diverse rectification methods developed for stereo matching on hardware and the method of using a lookup table [2, 3] is widely utilized. The advantage of the method using a look-up table is that embodiment is simple. However, coordinates of integer number values rectified by external calculation and weights in the form of real numbers are stored in the memory and used, and as a result a separate memory is needed. In order to improve such disadvantage, methods to perform the process of rectification in hardware on a real-time basis [4] have been developed. However, calculation is made using fixed-point with low precision due to the limit of hardware embodiment. This paper aims to propose a method to design a rectification hardware structure which has high precision by conducting rectification on a real-time basis using floating point IP created with a core generator by Xilinx [5] and which operates in images with HD level resolution (1280x720).
Matlab Toolbox by California Institute of Technology (Caltech)
At present, the most widely used rectification standard software is the calibration, rectification program [6] developed by Caltech and provided as Matlab Toolbox. It provides the best performance among released software.
Calibration
The calibration process is realized offline. Intrinsic parameters generated in the process of calibration are shown in Table 1 and they are generated independently from the left camera and the right camera. Each calibration parameter Fc, Cc, Alpha_c, and Kc means a camera's internal elements like focal length, principal point, and asymmetric coefficient and radial distortion and tangential distortion. Extrinsic parameters are and explain transformation relationship between the camera coordinate system and the world coordinate system. Each calibration parameter of Om and T is calculated using variables obtained from each of the left and right cameras and expresses the two coordinate systems' rotation and translation transformation, respectively. Table 1 . Pose matrix reflecting both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is generated and used for hardware calculation.
(1) (2) As mentioned before, calibration parameters calculated using the above calibration parameters of early period and the formulas (1) and (2) are calculated under the offline condition through the correction pattern as in Figure 1 and are directly used for real-time processing in the rectification stage.
Rectification
The process of rectification is to remove distortion from images input by the cameras and to unify the epipolar line. To this end, objects in the cameras' coordinate systems are transformed into those in the world coordinate system using intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and then distortion is got rid of and the epipolar line is unified.
Thereafter, when the world coordinate is reverse-transformed into the camera coordinate systems and projected into a two-dimensional image coordinate system, coordinates with real number form result. Therefore the final value may be obtained by applying bilinear interpolation using the four pixel values adjoining the relevant coordinates. Details on the rectification process will be explained in the third section below together with hardware design.
Proposed hardware architecture

Fig. 2. A block diagram of Rectifier
Rectification Calculator
Rectification calculator calculates the parameters which are input, and then calculates by each pixel clock from which part of the input images each pixel of resulting images is brought.
In Destination address generator block, Destination coordinates of images are sequentially output in line with read sync signals.
In Pose calculator block, post matrix of the formula (2) is received as a variable and rotation and translation transformation are performed. In Distortion calculator block, distortion within the camera is revised using Kc matrix variable in Table 1 in the world coordinate system calculated by applying rotation and translation transformation in the pose calculation part. In Source address generator block, inner product of coordinates, whose distortion has been revised in the world coordinate, is performed with KK matrix made using Fc, Cc, and Alpah_c matrixes and then mapped into the camera's coordinates. Memory interface stores input images in memory in line with write sync signal, and reads 4 pixels around the integer number part coordinate received from rectification calculator according to read sync signals and delivers them to bilinear interpolator.
Memory Interface
Bilinear Interpolator
In this block, bilinear interpolation is embodied using four pixels around the integer part coordinate derived through rectification calculator and fraction part coordinate calculated. Here is the final output value of the hardware embodied in this paper.
Experimental Results
The image used in this experiment is a 1280x720 gray scale image. The result which is output when performing the function of rectification through Matlab Toolbox and the result which is output from the VHDL simulation were compared
The design and experiment were conducted with two precision levels as follows. The result of calculating difference between the two images using PSNR and SSIM is shown in Table 2 . Floating point calculation with single precision consumes much less hardware resources but triggers slight errors. Device mapping of developed VHDL code onto a model Vertex-7 v2000tflg 1925-1 was attempted and it was verified that real-time operation was possible.
Conclusion
Through this study, rectification function for stereo matching was successfully embodied with hardware and as the experiment result shows, real-time operation with very high precision in FPGA was verified. Through this, it was verified that extracting precise distance information was made possible by performing precise rectification. And also, developed rectification system can be used for a stereo matching device for recognition of smart TV gestures.
